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     This is a special edition for Vistas of the Arcane Vol 1 “ Ruins of the Forgotten” only 
available on GameWyrd. Usable art for places, creatures, characters, landmarks, just print 
them out, write the stats or include them in an adventure to give your game that extra visual 
push into the next level of Role Playing. Not for commercial use. 
      Coming mid-Febuary; volume 3 of Artifacts of the Arcane. If you get the chance and 
have the need, be sure to pick up Volume 1 of  “Arcane Creations”, which the series has 
since been renamed to Artifacts of the Arcane (AOTA). Volume 1 will remain named as is.

     You will find my series of blank magical item cards listed in the “Visual Aids” section 
of RPGnow.com. And I often post frequently on EnWorld as V Shane in the d20 Publishers 
thread. 
     EnWorlds new “Players Journal” will host my cartoon series “Loaded Dice”, be sure to 
check it out. In addition, RPGnow’s monthly product zine; “Downloader’s Monthly” will 
have a cartoon strip of mine called “Whack it Good”. Yes the title is a play on the old Devo 
song.    

I have scheduled for release, a music adventure CD of my own composition tentatively       
titled “Dragon’s Gate” (in the style of movie soundtracks) which will be available for pur-
chase directly on my site. I will also have mp3 snippets available of the album for down-
load. All information about the upcoming album will be advertised on site and in the next 
volume of Artifacts of the Arcane Vol 3. Those who do buy Vol 3 (and I am able to verify 
name and address from the RPGnow purchase) will receive the album at a $3 discount. 

Thank you and have excellent gaming!
I would be glad to post any comments you have on my site for all to see, if you feel par-
ticularly influenced by the AOTA series.
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By V Shane

Vol 1 “Arcane Creations” RPGnows top pick (#3) of 2002
Vol 2 “Artifacts of the Arcane” Also a “Popular Pick” on 
RPGnow.


